Gallery Glass Window Color™ simulates the look of cathedral stained glass when painted on surfaces such as: glass, Plexiglas®, mirrors, styrene and more. Its unique, waterbase, non-toxic formula can be applied vertically or horizontally and can be used to create a variety of textures. Available in 2 oz. and 8 oz. (select colors) bottles with applicator tip.
Frost

- 16022N Clear Frost
- 17518N Frost Sand
- 17517N Frost Honey Quartz
- 17519N Frost Root Beer

Shimmers

- 16848N Hologram Shimmer
- 16850N Red Shimmer
- 17521N Cranberry Shimmer
- 16851N Green Shimmer

- 17494N Sapphire Shimmer
- 17493N Aqua Shimmer

MEDIUMS

Creates the look and feel of real etched glass. Available in 2 oz. bottle.

16044N Window Etch